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Abstract
Coinxes is a new cryptocurrency exchange
bringing a horde of revolutionary solutions
into the coin-trading industry. It supports
the most diverse payment methods
among its peers in the market and allows
cryptocurrency buyers and sellers to
trade and exchange crypto coins to and
from their local currencies. The Coinxes
exchange is safe, straightforward and
fast. It has a unique escrow system that
takes away the fear of loss of funds that
most traders have come to associate with
cryptocurrency trade in the P2P sphere.
Coinxes plans to hold an ICO to offer is
Coinxes Gold tokens (CXG) to the public.
The funds raised through this exercise
will go towards further developing the
Coinxes exchange, deploying convenient
trading aids such as a mobile app and
securing every necessary licensing and
compliance certificates. Individuals
that shall buy CXG have a lot to gain.
The innovative solutions that Coinxes
provides, as such, will propel the
exchange to the pole position in the
cryptocurrency exchange industry in two
years or less after the official launch.
The platform seeks to solve the major
problems that impede the smooth
operations in the cryptocurrency and
blockchain industry. Importantly, it
wants to tackle the issue of geographical
barriers that remains a key pain point
for investors. Many ICO projects do not
attain their hard caps, and for reasons
such as unavailability or inaccessibility

of the tokens in the potential investors’
locales, language barriers and exorbitant
charges.
Coinxes plans to eliminate all or most
of these barriers to investing in ICOs.
Its platform will allow anyone to buy ICO
tokens of their choice regardless of their
location, language and preferred payment
method. With a dedicated ERC20 tokens
counter, ICOs can now list their tokens
and anyone in the world can buy these as
long as local laws allow.
Importantly, the platform brings more
convenience and safety in the P2P
cryptocurrency trading industry. Its
unique escrow arrangement protects
both the seller and buyer ensuring that
everyone can trade worry-free. Moreover,
Coinxes does not store any funds on their
platform so traders are not susceptible
to losses occasioned by hacks. Lastly,
Coinxes does not levy any charges
for withdrawing from the platform.
This feature substantially reduces the
transaction costs associated with trading
cryptocurrency.
Essentially, Coinxes is addressing all
the pitfalls of centralized cryptocurrency
trading with just a single stroke. By
effectively eliminating inefficiencies
associated with confirmations times,
inadequate security, insider trading,
deceptive pricing and fore running, it
is laying grounds for an effective free
market trading, which under normal
circumstances, should be the preferable
mode of trading in cryptocurrency.
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Introduction
About a decade ago on a cold January
2009 morning, the world woke up to a
Satoshi Nakamoto white paper. This
document set forth the prospect of what
later became the world’s most popular
virtual currency, Bitcoin. The premise of
the cryptocurrency is to create a trustless environment around cash transfer.
Moreover, it seeks to make transactions
faster, simplified, private and less costly.
Since the creation and success of
Bitcoin, several hundreds of other
cryptocurrencies have been launched,
and are trading in the many exchanges
doting the internet. Bitcoin and these
altcoins allow individuals to gain several
transactional benefits associated with
the currencies. These include seamless
financial transaction and transfer of
value as well as the ability to invest
in new innovative tech projects. In
addition, utility tokens grant access to
the utilitarian platforms powered by the
specific tokens.
There is no denying that cryptocurrencies,
as such, have become indispensable.
This scenario then, explains why
cryptocurrency exchanges are critical in
the new crypto era. They allow users to buy,
sell or exchange coins conveniently. And
while the slow pace of universal adoption
of crypto is blamed on the technical
inadequacies that characterize several
blockchain platforms, the complicated
manner with which individuals exchange
crypto is just as limiting.

A comprehensive exchange with more
solutions, which makes cryptocurrencies
easier to exchange will make altcoins
a more convenient means of exchange
when transferring value. Such an
exchange makes it easier for Initial Coin
Offerings (ICOs) and Security Token
Offerings (STOs) to raise money since it
eliminates all manner of barriers that
existing exchanges have. The existing
exchanges have limited features. The
emergence of Coinxes, as such, is
relieving as it introduces a whole new
dimension to the convenience around
cryptocurrencies.
Coinxes allows users to exchange not
just Bitcoin but other altcoins as well. It
enables traders to conduct their trades
in their local languages, using their
preferred payment method. Besides,
Coinxes has unique security features.
The measures ensure that the platform
eliminates the possibilities of hacks and
loss of money, which has been a pain point
among some cryptocurrency exchanges.
The platform’s login sequence includes
augmented features such as Google’s
two-factor authentication and mobile pin
verification.
Coinxes brings a lot more to the crypto
exchange space than just security. It is
full of convenience as well. Users can not
only trade in a considerably large amount
of coins but can also do so in a language
of their choice. Essentially, Coinxes is the
exchange of tomorrow. Therefore, buying
its tokens, the Coinxes Gold tokens (CXG)
in the upcoming ICO is a very sound
decision.
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Market Overview
Though crypto coins are highly volatile,
the capitalization of the top five
cryptocurrencies alone according to
Coin Market Cap was worth more than
US$ 100 billion as of December 1, 2018.
And, the interest in ICOs and STOs, the
premier processes that raise funds
for these cryptocurrency projects, is
growing unabated. These two facts point
to the existence of a vibrant market and
a critical need for a platform that brings
convenience to the millions of people
that want to Invest in the cryptocurrency
industry.

Even the effects of the new regulations
from the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) and other regulatory
bodies, trying to play catch up does
not seem to slow down crowdfunding.
However, and despite all the interest in
the various blockchain solutions, the
infrastructure existing online for buying
and selling tokens is plagued with
several pitfalls that make it difficult for
many people to invest.
The
Problems
Inherent
in
Cryptocurrency Exchange Industry
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Fig 1.0.: Cryptocurrency market capitalization
between February 2017 and January 2018. Image
courtesy of The Business Insider.
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The internet now has numerous digital
currency exchanges that allow investors
to convert fiat to either Bitcoin and
Ethereum and use these coins to invest
in ICOs. However, these exchanges have
limited features that lock out a number
of individuals that want to invest in ICOs.
For instance, not a single one of the
exchanges operating provides a seamless
transaction process for individuals that
use fiat currency.
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Problems Plaguing the Cryptocurrency
Exchange Industry in Brief
• Certain restrictions keep ICO
tokens away from investors in
certain locations.
• Major
centralized
exchanges
have all experienced hackings or
hacking attempts at some point. As
such, most users have little trust
for these exchanges.
• Major exchanges levy many charges
on deposits and withdrawals. The
levies spike the cost of exchanging
crypto.
• All
major
cryptocurrency
exchanges only operate in English
as a few other major languages.
• Exchanges have compromised
their security because they store
coins within their platforms.
Some exchanges that enforce geographic
limitations do so not out of legal reasons
only, rather, for convenience reasons as
well. This means that individuals from
certain geographic locations, as such,
cannot transact at all in the exchanges
that impose such limitations. In the thirdworld countries, for instance, major
exchanges only allow individuals to send
or receive funds but not to participate in
trades of any kind.
Since cryptocurrencies became a reality
and a trade in them morphed into a huge
international business, the security of
cryptocurrency exchanges has been
a critical issue. Most cryptocurrency

exchanges have experienced attempted
invasions or successful hackings of
some kind. Whenever such attacks are
successful, individuals lose a lot of money
deposited in these exchanges.
The few exchanges that allow individuals
from every geographical location to trade
freely, offer their services at a premium.
Such an arrangement makes their
services costly and bites into the capital
that potential blockchain investors would
rather pump into the various ventures
they are interested in.
Language is a major impediment to free
trade in cryptocurrencies. Most major
exchanges offer their services only
in English and a handful other major
languages. This approach locks out most
would be investors.
One key component of major centralized
exchanges is their store of funds situated
right in the midst of these platforms.
Such huge amounts have invited mischief
before with most exchanges suffering
hacking incidents in the past.
Besides, individuals that want to buy
either Bitcoin or Ethereum must go
through an elaborate process before
they can purchase the coins. And even
when they manage to convert their fiat
to crypto, converting surplus digital
currency back to fiat after investing is just
as complicated. Moreover, geographic
limitation is another impediment that
affects a sizeable proportion of potential
cryptocurrency investors.
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Fig 2.0.: Attacks on cryptocurrency exchanges by country. Image courtesy of Merehead.

Essentially, the limitations described
here above imply that many would be
cryptocurrency traders have to settle
for something else. However, the launch
of the Coinxes exchange is a breath of
fresh air. Not only will individuals that
want to invest in ICOs get convenient
solutions but ICOs and STOs will also
get an increased pool of participants.

The platform’s cheaper rates and the
elimination of geographic barriers are
the two main factors that attract the
increased number of users. The platform
will efficiently serve the needs of people
in third-world countries that want to
exchange cryptocurrencies, and its
features will help make such processes
flawless.
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The Solutions of an
Elaborate Latter Day
Exchange
The Coinxes platform provides an
innovative solution that solves a myriad
of problems that individuals who want to
invest in ICOs often experience. However,
that is just a small bit of the platform’s
intended use. The Coinxes exchange
allows people from whatever location to
buy or sell cryptocurrencies at prices that
they negotiate independently without the
platform’s input.
The Solutions in a Nutshell
• Eliminates restrictions to buying
tokens so that anyone anywhere can
invest in ICOs of their choice. This
solution helps ICOs/STOs to attain
their hard cap.
• Links buyers and sellers through
an escrow system that ensures the
safety of every party.
• Coinxes charges 1% on deposits;
users here withdraw and trade for
Free. This provision substantially
reduces the costs associated with
cryptocurrency exchange.
• Coinxes brings you cryptocurrency
trading in a language of your
choosing.
• Coinxes does not keep funds on the
platform so it is not susceptible to
hacking.

Coinxes hopes to build the biggest
possible community of crypto investors. It
is building a platform that shall eliminate
all geographical barriers that currently
impede investment in cryptocurrencies.
Another critical character of the platform
is its design vis-à-vis the security of
traders’ money. Coinxes offers an
escrow service that protects both the
cryptocurrency buyer and the seller.
Importantly, users on Coinxes can
exchange cryptocurrencies for fiat
and vice-versa cheaply. The platform
charges a flat deposit fee of 1% of the
amount deposited; all other succeeding
transactions (withdrawals and trading)
are Free.
Coinxes’ user friendly interface allows
ICO backers to navigate the various
functions using many languages. The
platform supports more than 50 popular
languages of the world and some 190
currencies making it the most convenient
cryptocurrency platform online.
The exchange does not store any money
on its platform. Therefore, it is not
susceptible to attacks of whatever kind.
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Even DDoS attacks cannot translate into
loss of the platform users’ money.
The platform goes over and above the
ensuring security of information and
wealth. The exchange supports the widest
possible array of payment options and
currencies. In addition, users can buy,
sell, and invest in ICOs on the dedicated
counter using local currencies.

Cryptocurrency or ICO projects that
appreciate the convenience of Coinxes
can tap into this to increase their pool of
potential ventures and reach their hard
caps with incredible ease. By listing on
Coinxes, such projects can have investors
buying their token using their local
currencies or the wide array of payment
options on the platform. It is simple,
straight, convenient, and cost-effective.

Coinxes Platform

VISIT ON
Coinxes Exchange
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The Product
The Coinxes platform is a digital exchange
like any other on the internet. It allows
users to buy and sell cryptocurrencies
from anywhere in the world. However,
unlike your average exchange, it packs
a lot more features meant to bridge the
gaps experienced by users registered in
its predecessors.
For
instance,
Coinxes
is
fully
decentralized, allowing users to buy and
sell cryptocurrencies peer-to-peer (P2P)
in a more secure environment compared
to any of the existing exchanges. Its

decentralized nature makes it safer from
unauthorized platform accesses.
Coinxes
connects
buyers
to
cryptocurrency sellers through an escrow
system. The platform enables sellers to
set a price and select any from among
the many payment methods that Coinxes
supports. When a buyer commits to buy
crypto from a trader, the seller’s crypto
are kept in the escrow and are released
only after the seller has received the
fund.

How the Coinxes Platform
Works
Coinxes is a peer-to-peer digital
exchange that connects cryptocurrency
buyers and sellers. The sellers determine
the preferred selling price as well as
their convenient payment method.

When a buyer initiates a trade and both
the buyer and the seller negotiate and
agree on the terms of the said trade, the
parties use Coinxes escrow to finalize the
transaction.
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How does Coinxes P2P Exchange work?
Coinxes P2P exchange link Buyers with Digital Currency Sellers. The sellers set their own price and what types of payments they will accept.
Many accept PayPal, Bank Transfers, Credit Cards or cash. Coinxes P2P Exchange matches people interested in trading cryptocurrency.

Create your Own Trade

Secure transactions

Trading Management

Create your own trade directly with another
person based on the amount of cryptocurrency you want to buy or sell, your country
or region and payment method.

With our decentralized cryptocurrency P2P
secure transactions, all payment is verified
before being released from escrow. We do
not store cryptocurrency. As a result, there
is no fear of hacking, resulting in a safe
environment for your digital assets.

Buyers and sellers agree on terms of trade
by setting their own price, the volume of
trade and the types of payments they want
to accept. Cryptocurrency is kept in escrow
accounts and released when payment is
verified. At Coinxes P2P Exchange, we do
not charge withdrawals fees.

Some of the payment methods that
the Coinxes platform supports include
credit cards, debit cards, bank transfers,
online wallets such as PayPal, Payoneer,
Payeer, Payza, and Perfect Money as
well as Western Union and WorldRemit,
among many more.

The Coinxes platform is designed to
inspire confidence among traders,
newbies and seasoned traders alike.
Aside from the strict escrow system that
helps buyers trade securely, users can
pick their trade partners while relying
on feedback system built around the
transparent reviews that previous buyers
leave.

Features of the Coinxes
Exchange
Though new, Coinxes is quickly taking over
as the go-to cryptocurrency exchange. It
has great endearing features that create

the convenience and efficiency that its
users experience. These features are:
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It Supports Multiple Currencies
Where most exchanges only offer a
handful of cryptocurrencies, Coinxes
provides an opportunity for users to
trade in multiple currencies. Some of
the coins that the platform supports
include Bitcoin, Ethereum, Neo, and
many more other digital currencies to
be added after ICO.
Traders on the platform have the
convenience of using their local
currencies, from their preferred
payment methods, including their
local bank accounts. Coinxes has a
dedicated counter that lists ERC20
tokens of active and ongoing ICOs. ICO
investors are now able to purchase
tokens as easily as they would buy,
sell or trade cryptocurrencies on the
Coinxes platform. Hopefully, a lot
many ICOs will now attain their hard
caps because of the platform widens
the pool of potential ICO backers.
Easy to Use
The Coinxes platform is a userfriendly interface consisting of menus
that are easily accessible. It easily
navigable and anyone including
an absolute newbie can create an
account and undertake a transaction
successfully. It supports a huge
number of payment methods.

Instantaneous Payment
Many cryptocurrency transactions
take longer and this is because of a
number of reasons. Congestion in a
specific blockchain, for instance, can
make payments that would otherwise
take just moments to complete, to
last as long as several days. On the
Coinxes, however, that is not the
case. Instead, transactions on this
exchange are instant.
Anonymous and Private
The Coinxes exchange has measures
to help users to safeguard their
identity. The P2P infrastructure
allows users to conduct transactions
anonymously. Buyers and sellers
on Coinxes, as such, can afford
considerably heightened security and
privacy as opposed to what is available
in other digital exchanges.
Dedicated ERC20 Tokens Counter
True to its pursuit to make ICOs
accessible to everyone, the Coinxes
platform has a unique counter that
lists ERC20 tokens from active and
ongoing ICOs. This is an exclusive
feature to Coinxes, never seen
anywhere else online. Through the
said counter, every active ICO can list
their tokens and anyone that wants
to back the said token can buy them
directly from the Coinxes platform
using whichever means they prefer
including the CXG.

www.coinxes.com
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The dedicated counter is the flagship
project of the Coinxes platform. It
spearheads the platform’s desire to
ease the process of investing in ICOs.
ICO projects should now have an easy
time attaining their hard caps.
Investors that want to buy ICO tokens
can then scroll through the various
offers, pick the token(s) of their choice
and go ahead and make payments.
It is easier buying tokens through
the Coinxes platform since you do
not have to go through the laborious
process changing fiat to crypto before
then depositing these to the ICO
projects’ address.

User
Feedback
and
Dispute
Resolution
Coinxes wants to cultivate relevance
and trust among its community of
traders. Therefore, it has a user
feedback feature that allows traders
to leave sincere feedback after every
trade. Users, as such, can look at a
trader’s report and decide to trade
based on the feedback.
In case of a dispute, Coinxes shall hold
on to the funds in escrow, and initiate
a mediation process using additional
documentation it will request from
users. Upon a fair hearing of each
case, the platform shall then settle
the dispute based on the adduced
evidence.

Benefits of the Coinxes
Exchange
The above six features combine to
provide Coinxes platform users with
numerous benefits. Importantly, it offers
a convenient process for any investor that

is interested in buying ICO tokens. Some
other great benefits of the platform to
the average trader include:

www.coinxes.com
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Secure Transactions
When a buyer and a seller complete
a trade on Coinxes, it undergoes
a verification by peers on the
platform before the money in Escrow
is released to the trader. The
arrangement acts as a guarantee that
ensures that all parties to the trade
end up with a secure transaction.
Importantly, Coinxes does not hold
any digital currencies on its platform.
Traders and buyers alike should not
worry about losing their funds due to
hacking.
Users Can Deploy Trade Management
Users Can Deploy Trade Management
In Coinxes, every user is in complete
control of his or her transaction. You
are free to set among other things,
the volume of trade, the price of
the cryptocurrency you want to buy
or sell, and the preferred payment
method.

Simplified Investment Process in ICO
Projects
Since the ICO craze begun, the
financial world and other segments of
the world’s economy have collectively
sunk in more than US$ 25 billion into
various projects. In most of these
ventures, the process of getting
money in has been nothing short of a
torturous exercise. First, you have to
sign up to an exchange. Then, link up
your bank account or provide credit/
debit card information to the exchange
so that you can by either Bitcoin or
Ether using Fiat, lastly, you have to
transfer these cryptocurrencies to
the address of the ICO project.
In most instances, the volatile nature
of cryptocurrencies and the nature
of transactions in this coins has led
to loses of many kinds. Coinxes has
designed a process that not only
makes the process of investing in
ICOs fast but also simple, safe and
secure.

Platform Value Proposition
Since Bitcoin’s mercurial clime that saw
the crypto coin selling at US$19,783.06,
the cryptocurrency market now oscillates
around US$ 1 trillion. This market has

adopted a natural trajectory, which
means that the market cap will surpass
the trillion-dollar-mark.
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With more than 1,500 cryptocurrencies
already in circulation, trading volumes
in all major exchanges will rise. In 2017,
for instance, the trading volume on the
major exchanges on a 24-hour trading
period reached US$ 120,000,000. A year
later, in 2018 the figure climbed to US$
50 billion, which is equivalent to the daily
turnover at the New York Stock Exchange
(NSE).

The P2P trading arena is just as part
of this progress as are the centralized
exchanges. In late December 2017, a
P2P exchange facilitated US$ 130 million
worth of trade in Bitcoin, which is the
largest for an exchange of this kind. The
graph below illustrates the volumes
depicted within this text.

Fig 3.0.: Weekly Trading Volume in US$ at LocalBitcoins.com. Image courtesy of Crypto News Monitor

LocalBitcoins.com Yearly Revenue
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Volume $USD $68,438,277

$271,865,628

$412,561,009

$742,237,090

$2,135,864,172

Site Revenue

$2,718,656

$4,125,610

$7,422,371

$21,358,642

$684,383

Fig 4.0 Image courtesy of LocalBitcoins.com
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The annual revenues in the P2P
cryptocurrency markets are also showing
this exponential growth. However, aside
from Bitcoin, which is the widely traded
coin, most P2P exchanges are offering
only a handful of other altcoins and are
not listing any ICO tokens.

ICO listing on
Coinxes Platform

Coinxes, as such, stands to tap in on
a very rich market by offering not only
Bitcoin but also the largest diversity of
altcoins as well as access to every other
active ICO token.

$5000 * X numbers of ICO listed in a year + 2% sub-charge of total fund
raised.
X = the number of ICO in a year.

The Coinxes ICO and Token
The Business Sense

It is expected that the total cryptocurrency
capitalization by January 2020 will be
more than US$ 4.5 trillion. Such a huge
figure points to an equally large amount
of value in cryptocurrency exchanged
every day. The daily volume is now fluxing
around US$ 50 billion each day.
The world is moving steadily towards
solutions that the blockchain technology
can offer. Such a transition means more
cryptocurrencies will emerge as even
more solutions appear. Certainly, such

a trend will increase the amount of
currency that exchanges clear each day.
Already, the top ten exchange platforms
are doing US$ 150,000,000 with even
bigger prospects of increasing this
turnover.
Since Coinxes will include transactions
from ICOs as well. Basing the calculation
of income on the 1% the platform
charges for deposits, the daily income for
the Coinxes platform may surpass US$
150,000 that exchanges are currently
raking in.
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The ICO

The Coinxes platform will conduct an
ICO during the Q1 of 2019. During this
token generation exercise, the platform
shall produce a total of 180,000,000 CXG.
Of these, Coinxes shall reserve 19%
(34,200,000 tokens) with the remaining
distributed to the public during a presale, private sale session and three
phases of the public sale.

Token Distribution

The Coinxes ICO will set aside 10% of the
tokens, which it shall divide amongst its

core founders (6%) and advisors (4%).
Marketing campaigns shall consume
another 6% (10,800,000 tokens). These
tokens shall be spent on the airdrop
and bounty campaigns. The table below
presents a diagrammatic breakdown of
the token distribution.
During the Pre-sale, Coinxes sets to
distribute 18,900,000 tokens, which
is 13.6% of the total tokens available.
The private sale will make available
15,570,000 tokens. Which is 8.65% of the
available tokens.

Function

Portion

Tokens

Value(US$)

Pre-sale

13.6%

24,480,000

4,320,000

Private Sale

8.65%

15,570,000

2,160,000

Public Sale

42.75%

76,950,000

15,120,000

Team

6%

10,800,000

2,160,000

Advisors

4%

7,200,000

1,440,000

Reserve

19%

34,200,000

6,840,000

Marketing (airdrops and bounty)

6%

10,800,000

2,160,000

The public sale where Coinxes plans to
distribute 42.75% of the total tokens,
shall be in three phases. During the
first two phases, the platform shall offer
various bonuses and discounts targeting
early bird buyers. The tokens sold during

the pre-sale and private sale sessions
shall also be discounted.
The table below is a representation of the
token distribution during the public sale.
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Phase

Value (US$)

Amount

1st Phase

5,400,000

27,990,000

2nd Phase

5,400,000

27,360,000

3rd Phase

4,320,000

21,600,000

money laundering (AML) compliance
shall each get 5%, Platform marketing
shall be awarded 25% of the funds, IT
facilities and Staff training will cost the
platform 10% of the money collected.
The remaining 5% shall be allocated to
the contingency fund.

FUND ALLOCATION
The exact exchange rate of the Coinxes
Gold tokens shall be announced via the
official channels such as the Coinxes
homepage and the ICO website before the
token generation exercise commences.
Individuals that wish to buy CXG tokens
can do so using Bitcoin and Ethereum,
which they can conveniently buy on the
platform using a currency of their choice.

Proposed
Funds

Distribution

Platform Development
Licensing
AML Compliance
Legal Costs
Marketing
IT facilities & Staff Training
Contigency
Mobile App

of

The funds from the ICO
shall go towards further
platform developments,
which will get 40% of the
total proceeds. Essential
licensing, Legal cost,
Mobile App and Anti-
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Buyback Program
As a strategy to help keep shield the
value of the CXG from unforeseen dives,
the core founders propose to buy back a
portion of the tokens every quarter. This

buyback program will see the reserve
proportion increase from 19% to 45%
within 24 months of the conclusion of the
Coinxes ICO.

Benefits of the CXG tokens
to Users
The Coinxes platform plans a raft of
benefits of the CXG tokens to its users.
These include:
(i) Using CXG tokens to buy ICOs
listed on Coinxes Platform
(ii) CXG can be used on http://
sharedproperties.io, which is a
property site built by the COINXES
team.
(iii) Pay for ICO listing services on
http://indextalk.com.
COINXES
is developing a site that provides
balanced reviews of active and
future ICOs.
The CXG tokens provide more than just
a chance at supporting the Coinxes
Exchange. Instead, they will grant holders

an access to two diverse platforms. One
provides a chance to buy into the world’s
lucrative real estate markets while the
second will give CXG holders a chance
to list blockchain and cryptocurrencyrelated projects that they are working on.
Another feature that sets the CXG token
apart from the rest is its liquidity. People
that plan to buy the token should know
that it is possible to convert it into fiat
currency directly without first converting
it to Bitcoin or Ethereum as is the case
with many other tokens.
The founders plan to enlist the token one
month after the conclusion of the token
generation exercise.
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Token Vesting period
CXG Token held by founders and team
member is subject to the following vest
periods before token can be sold.
0 to 6 months (100% locking period)
6months to 1 year (75% locking period)
1 year to 1.5 years (50% locking period)
1.5 years to 2 years (0% locking period)
Token held in reserve is subject to the
following vesting periods.
0 to 5 years (100% locking period)
CXG tokens sold during pre and public
sale would have no vesting period. They

are tradable once token is listed on the
exchange.
The tokens allocated to the advisors shall
be locked for three months and then
distributed wholly. After the crowdsale,
the co-founders shall deliberate on the
fate of the unsold tokens.
Because Coinxes platform is already live, if the
Softcap is not met the funds raised will be channel
fully into marketing.

Know Your Customer KYC
In compliance with financial laws, all
ICO investors are subject to KYC. This is
necessary to verify the identities of all
ICO investors.
As a participant in the financial segment
of the economy, Coinxes commits to verify
the identity of its customers and help
businesses and government institutions
prevent theft of funds, financing terrorism
and money laundering.
The Coinxes verification system is part
of the platform. It shall record and keep
permanent and inalterable records to
ensure the data is accurate and secure.

The KYC process shall involve registered
users on the Coinxes platform providing
copies of their national identity
documents (identity cards, passports
or drivers’ licence). Aside from these
documents, the Coinxes platform shall
strive to understand the nature of every
customer’s activities and assess the
money laundering risks associated with
every customer.
Over time, the Coinxes platform hopes
to build formidable data on blockchain
that takes care of all the three levels of
customer due diligence; simplified, basic
customer and enhanced due diligence.
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Proposed Roadmap

QIV

November 2019
Further development of
the platform and
commissioning of
trading aids such as the
mobile trading app.

QIII 2019

September 2019
Launching the
Coinxes
Exchange,
installing the
requisite
facilities and
training staff.

August 2017
Formulation of
the Coinxes
idea.

QIII
2019

July 2019
Licensing

QII 2019

April 2019
Pre-sale

QI 2019

March 2019
Private sale
begins.

June 2019
Public sale

QI 2019

January 2019
Official launch of
the whitepaper.

QI 2018

February 2018
Development of
the exchange
platform
concept.

QIII 2017

QII 2019

QII 2018

June 2018
Construction of
the exchange
platform begun.

QIV 2017

December 2017
Incorporating
team members.

QIII 2018

August 2018
Integration of
Bitcoin,
Ethereum and
Neo to the
platform.

QIV 2018

November 2018
Integrating the
dedicated ICO
listing counter
into the
platform.
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Project Milestones
Soft Cap - $1m
• Licencing
• First stage of Marketing
$3m
• Second stage of marketing
• IT facilities and staff training
$5m
• AML and Compliance
• Legal Cost
• Third stage of Marketing
$10m
• Further Development of the Exchange
• Fourth Stage of Marketing
$15m
• Developing a mobile trading app
• Fifth Stage of Marketing
Hard Cap - $21.6m
• Contingency
• Marketing
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Team
Founders
Edema Omademi

Founder and CEO
Edema Omademi is a
seasoned IT expert and
blockchain
enthusiast
with a wealth of experience
in network engineering. He also is
a blockchain and cryptocurrency
enthusiast who invested heavily in the
early days of crypto and made a good ROI.
He is bringing this wealth of experience
to Coinxes to help provide solutions to
people that want to have a part of the ICO
and cryptocurrencies pie. Mr. Omademi
is an excellent project manager who has
the right skillset to guide the Coinxes
project to success.

Olawale Adeleye

Co Founder and COO
Olawale is an experienced
information technology
specialist with a bias in
the blockchain. He brings a
wealth of experience from the education
management sector and will help Coinxes.
com to expand its reach by employing his
illustrious people skills. Mr Adeleye is
a cryptocurrency enthusiast who would
want to see people exchange their altcoins
with much ease. He believes that mass
adoption of cryptocurrencies requires a
lot more than the technological solutions
of scalability that experts are proposing,
rather, the simple exchange solutions
such as Coinxes is looking to provide.

Core Development Team
Paul Thomas

Co-Founder
/Media
Services Manager at
Coinxes:
providing
expertise in Web Graphic
Design, Logo Creation, Web
Media Content, Video & Music Production
for Promotions & Support Videos, Image
Design.Paul is the Founder of Thomas
Photography. He has expansive IT
experience, which he brings to Coinxes
platform. Aside from almost 40 years in
IT as well as web and graphic design,
Paul is also a blockchain enthusiast.

Nick Skull

Nick comes to Coinxes
from GlobalData Plc
where he was the Global
Client Services Manager.
The health economist has
a B.Sc. degree in Medical Biochemistry
from Royal Holloway and a Master
of Science in Health Economics and
Medical Statistics from the University of
East Anglia. He will inject his elaborate
experience in data analysis into the
Coinxes platform and use his skills to
provide real solutions to the problems
plaguing the cryptocurrency exchange
industry.
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Rohit Kumar Sharma

Blockchain Expert
Noida Area, India
Cryptocurrency
Enthusiast | Programmer
Computer Geek | Bitcoin

|
Diehard
Rohit is a seasoned computer
programmer who believes in that each of
the world’s many problems has a solution
in code. The coding geek has grown from
a broad-spectrum computer solutions
provider and now focuses mostly on API’s
and working on Blockchain Development.
He holds a B. Tech. Degree in Computer
Science from Buddha Institute of
Technology based in Gorkhpur, Uttar
Pradesh.

Anoop Kumar Yadav

Mobile App Developer
South Delhi, Delhi, India
Bitcoin
and
Cryptocurrency
Enthusiast
|
Mobile
Applications | Blockchain Solutions
Provider
Anoop Kumar is a software developer with
more than three years in making mobile
business solutions. He is an experienced
programmer and software engineer with
consummate knowledge about all the
major aspects of computer software. He
began his career as freelance mobile
applications engineer working with the
major business processing outsourcing
sites oDesk and Elance, before joining
Mobiloitte as their point man in mobile

applications
development.
Anoop
holds a Masters degree in Computer
Applications.

Manassé Serge EKLOU

Manassé is a Blockchain
Developer with expert
in
programming
languages. Experience in
requirements required by
Fintech focused on next
degeneration decentralized applications
using distributed ledger and blockchain
platforms.

Arvind Tyagi

Chief Technical Officer
South Delhi, Delhi, India
Blockchain Enthusiast |
ICO Development Expert
Arvind is an experienced
software engineer with expansive
skills and knowledge in gap analysis, client
interaction, understanding business
processes and functionalities, prepping
functional
specification
documents
and drawing functional requirements
on request for proposals (RFP’s). He
is also ardent in account management
and team leader and coordinator with
skills that help cut costs, and improve
efficiency. Arvind has a Masters degree
in Computer Science and a Bachelor of
Applied Science degree in Physics.
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Advisors
Naviin Kapoor

Naviin is among the
three leading blockchain
and ICO consultants and
advisors on ICOBench. He
has extensive knowledge of
ICO marketing, PR, and general pertinent
knowledge of the Blockchain and ICOs.
Naviin has more than a decade’s
experience in the banking and IT industry
with several certifications to show
for it. Some of the include PMP, ITIL,
CBAP, CMS, PSM1 and a few others
related to Business Analysis and Project
Management.

Krystelle Galano

Krystelle
is
a
communications expert
with more than five
years of experience in
social media management
especially around Facebook, LinkedIn
and Twitter marketing. Over the past
couple of years, she has been focusing
more on the cryptocurrency space and
blockchain.

Oti Edema

Mr. Edema is a Certified
Blockchain
Expert,
an
entrepreneur,
cryptocurrency Investor,
and Director of Africa
Blockchain Research Council. He also

serves as the Managing Director of
Team247 London, United Kingdom. Oti
holds a Masters Degree in Computer
Networking
from
Anglia
Ruskin
University United Kingdom, and a Prince
2 Project Management Certification. He
served as a lecturer at Anglia Ruskin
University before going into network
engineering and project management
roles at different organizations.

Shoeb A. Zahoori

Shoeb has a long history
of working in the IT and
service sectors, mainly
assisting
startups
to
launch exchanges, ICOs and
dApps. He uses the blockchain
technology to re-innovate different
segments of the economy such as
financial institutions, E-commerce, and
F&D, to mention only a few.

Boris Otonicar

Boris has a Masters
degree in psychology
and economics and a
certification in Blockchain
Specialist
BVS
Scrum
Master. He is a blockchain expert
who has designed his own models and
smart contracts for different business
cases.
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Sean Brizendine

Sean is a certified IIB
Council
Blockchain
professional and advisor
and a series instructor
on EC Council University
Blockchain Cyber Talk. He has more than
seven years of experience researching
Bitcoin and Blockchain technology. He
has since taken part in more than 40
blockchain-related projects over the
years and has been a member of some
of the most successful token sales in the
history of blockchain.

Florian Rézeau

Master
in
Brand
Management
and
Marketing. With several
years of experience in
the digital sector, project
management especially through my
professional experiences in the digital
sector. More than a year of experience in
the blockchain sector as a consultant for
several projects

Adrian Edema

Adrian is the FOUNDER
OF GRIC COIN PROJECT
@ AGRIC.IO
Experienced Partner with
a demonstrated history
of working in the agricultural and
management industry.Skilled in Strategic
Planning, Marketing Strategy, Blogging,
Social Media and Management. Strong
entrepreneurship professional graduated
from Birmingham City University.

Laura Zaharia

Laura Zaharia is a
Senior trusted advisor
for numerous Cryptofocused startups around
the world from countries
like Canada, Europe, USA including
other leading nations in the global crypto
market.
She loves a good challenge and not once
she opted to involve herself and her team
in projects that involved blockchain in
various ways. Her outgoing personality
and positive attitude are what sets her
apart from other advisors and what she
uses to build long lasting partnerships
between investors, ICOs and STOs
Developers.
Laura is a Crypto Adviser enthusiast
looking to bring significant contributions
to the crypto community by partnering
with top line investors. Her portfolio of
projects include E-Marketing, Finance,
Services, Property management and
Security, Exchange platforms, Green
Power Energy and the list can go on.
She has a Master degree in International
Relations and Administration with a
passion for projects that can have a real
and positive contribution to the society.
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Frequency Asked Questions
How can I get in contact?
You can contact us through our dedicated
support team at
support@coinxes.com
or via our social media platforms
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/
Coinxesp2p/
Linkedin - https://www.linkedin.com/
company/coinxes/
Telegram - https://t.me/joinchat/KVx_
xUtmCUhPjj8aBEJOkQ
Airdrop
https://t.me/coinxes_
Airdropbot
Twitter - https://twitter.com/coinxes2
Instagram - https://www.instagram.
com/coinxes/
Slack - https://coinxes.slack.com/
Medium - https://medium.com/@coinxes
Reddit - https://www.reddit.com/user/
coinxes
Coinxesblog.com
What is Coinxes and CXG?
Coinxes in a secure P2P cryptocurrency
exchange that connects cryptocurrency
buyers and sellers through a unique and
safe escrow system .Users on Coinxes can
negotiate on the price of cryptocurrency,
set the amount to buy or sell and choose
from the myriad of payment methods.

The platform allows users to undertake
the trade in their native tongue or more
than 50 of the world’s popular languages.
Importantly, Coinxes offers a dedicated
ERC20 tokens counter where active ICOs
can list their tokens for investors from
the world over to buy in.
CXG or the Coinxes Gold Token is the
native token of the Coinxes platform. It
allows holders to do among other things,
trade in cryptocurrency on the Coinxes
platform, buy any of the listed tokens on
the Coinxes dedicated ICO counter or opt
into the investment options run by the
Coinxes platform.
How do I buy CXG Token?
To buy CXG tokens, click on “buy tokens”
tab on the top right corner of your browser
and follow the prompts to register. You
will have to pass a KYC, which involves
providing personal information. Once you
register an account, you can follow the
prompts to buy CXG tokens.
You can also buy CXG Token via the
Coinxes P2P exchange at www.coinxes.
com
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How do I sell CXG Token?
About 30 days after the conclusion of the
Coinxes ICO, the tokens shall be listed
for trade in the major exchanges. If you
want to sell your tokens at this point, you
need to login to your Coinxes account and
navigate to the sale platform and post a
trade. Or, you can check on the listed
trades and message a buyer.
Alternatively, you can create account on
any of the exchanges where CXG shall be
listed and undertake a sale.
When will CXG Token going to be on an
exchange?
CXG Token will be available on coinxes
platform and other secondary exchanges
in 30 days after the ICO process.
Which country can participate in the ICO
sale?
As for now all countries can participate
to buy coinxes ICO. Where applicable
laws, rules and regulations allow, it is
not intended that the ICO mentioned in
this document should be made or any
document sent either directly or indirectly
in jurisdictions where participation in
ICOs is legally restricted

Will CXG Token be tradeable in other
secondary exchanges?
Yes, CXG token will be available for trade
on other secondary exchanges, which
will be announced before the end of
the ICO. Furthermore, all digital assets
created by Coinxes will be compliant with
ERC20 and other mainstream standards
where possible, and can thus be traded
on secondary exchange.
I like your project; can I be part of your
team?
If you think you have the skills and
experience to work with us. You can send
us your CV. We will get in touch
What is the minimum token I can buy?
250 CXG is the minimum purchase.
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Risks and Disclaimers
Kindly read this part of the white paper in
its entirety and very carefully. If you are
in doubt regarding the action you should
take, consult your financial, tax, legal,
or any other advisor(s) offering related
services. By agreeing to the information
expressed in this paper, or any part hereof,
you are informing COINXES expressly
of your unconditional and irrevocable
acceptance of these conditions set forth:

No Offer

This white paper and the information
contained herein are for enlightenment
only. The white paper, therefore, does not
constitute an offer and is not intended to
represent an offer or solicitation of an
offer to subscribe, to buy or to sell any
form of financial instruments. The white
paper in its entirety or any part of it shall
not be relied upon, or form the basis to
be regarded in any way with any contract
or any related investment decision.
This white paper and its contents have
not been probed and approved by any
regulatory authority. Moreover, no such
action will be undertaken under the legal
statutes or regulatory requirements of
any jurisdiction.

No Agreement

You shall not rely on this paper to enter
into any contract with COINXES or any
of its representatives, or use the same
to arrive at any investment decision.
Any agreements between COINXES and
its supporters shall by governed by the

“Sales Document” and not this white
paper. Where this paper contradicts
the sales terms outlined in the “Sales
Document” then the provisions in the
latter document shall prevail.

Viewing the Contents in Restricted
Territories

Due to legal stipulations, it may not be
lawful to view this document in certain
jurisdictions. Therefore, an individual
that intends to view the contents of this
white paper must ensure that he or she is
not subject to any such local regulations
that make it illegal or even criminal to
view this white paper. In particular, and
unless otherwise stated by COINXES,
and where applicable laws, rules and
regulations allow, it is not intended that
the ICO mentioned in this document
should be made or any document
sent either directly or indirectly in
jurisdictions where participation in ICOs
is legally restricted. COINXES shall not
be liable for the actions that result from
individuals accessing the contents of
this white paper in territories whose
local laws criminalize such access. By
continuing to read the white paper or
act on the provisions contained herein,
such individuals are notified that they are
doing so at their own risk.

Information

All information contained herein is
made available without any warranty of
whatever kind from COINXES, its core
founders, employees, and or advisors.
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COINXES core founders, employees and
or advisors will take no responsibility for
your or third-party for the consequences
of acting on the information contained in
this white paper. Because the information
contained herein, in certain instances
markets an ICO, it contains a number
of forward-looking terms. However, the
reader should note that such forwardlooking terms come with risks and
uncertainties since such words refer to
events in the future. The forward-looking
statements,
information,
opinions,
projections and estimates with regard to
the projected terms, anticipated roadmap,
and developments or performance of
COINXES are only selective and remain
subject to constant revision, updating,
expansion, amendments and verification.
While COINXES intends to fulfil every
goal set forth in this white paper, cases
of unforeseen circumstances may make
the said goals unachievable without any
notice to the reader.

No Advice

No part of this white paper qualifies as
a financial, legal, or tax advice, or any
other kind of advice for that matter. You
are advised to conduct your own due
diligence. In the process, you must ensure
that you abide by every local statute, law
and regulation concerning securities,
cryptocurrencies, tax, and finances
in your jurisdiction. In every situation
regarding the information presented in
this document, COINXES advises that
you independently consult the relevant

professionals.

Regulatory Risks

In many jurisdictions, the regulatory
status regarding digital currencies,
cryptographic tokens and any related
blockchain applications remain unsettled
or unclear. The drafting, publications and
circulation, therefore, does not imply
that COINXES has complied with every
relevant statute, law and regulation.
The paper has neither been probed nor
approved by any regulatory authority. Any
changes in existing laws and regulations
or any financial decisions by institutions
may have adverse material effect on and
or impair the ability of the project referred
to in the paper to function as outlined.

Liability Disclaimer

In no event will COINXES or any of its
representatives, current or former, or
employees, directors, founders, advisors,
trustees, agents or volunteers be liable
for any incidental, direct, indirect,
consequential, special, or any other
losses of any kind in contract, tort or
otherwise. The aforementioned losses
include and are not limited to income,
profits, revenue and or data and the loss
is in reference to or in connection with:
(i)
You accepting or relying on this
white paper either in part or entirety to
make decisions.
(ii)
The information or omissions in
this document.
(iii)
Any failure attributed to the
COINXES Exchange or its representatives
to deliver all or part of the prescriptions
explained in this white paper.
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(iv)
Your use, incorrect use or inability
to use at any time, any or all the services
and products offered by COINXES.
(v)
The volatility of token prices in any
jurisdiction, and or market or exchange.
(vi)
Error in code, or mistakes in text
and or images used in this white paper or
in the material advertising the COINXES
token sale.
(vii) The purchase, redemption, sale,
resale or otherwise of the tokens.

Other Disclaimers

The technologies and innovations that
relate to the blockchain as referred to in
this white paper, the ICO and the tokens,
have certain risks associated with them
such as bugs, disruptions, and security
breaches. In case of such mentioned
factors and any other such related factors
not within the control of COINXES, the
entire amount invested in the tokens may
be lost.
Despite every effort put in place by
COINXES, it may be unable to implement
its objectives and goals, plans and
business strategies as a result. In such a
case, COINXES will not be liable for losses
related to such lack of implementation of
plans.
Certain activities proposed in this paper
will require obtaining, licensing and
regulatory approvals and or industry
compliance certification from the relevant
authorities. Seeking such licensing may
be protracted, and may attract certain

costs. Some regulatory authorities may
fail to grant licensing. In a situation
where a relevant regulatory body desists
from awarding a license then certain or
all features of the platform may never be
realized.
Where changes in social, economic
and political may result in little or no
adoption of the product or services of the
COINXES platform. Cryptocurrency and
stock market conditions may also shift.
Such changes may render the blockchain
system and or the tokens redundant and
no longer commercially viable.
Where the white paper makes reference
to a third party source of information, or
website, COINXES may not be held liable
for the inaccuracy or incompleteness or
relevance of such information. Therefore,
COINXES
makes
no
warranties
whatsoever over on such material.
If any portion of these provisions in the
“Risks and Disclaimers” as referred to
herein, becomes either illegal or invalid,
or is rendered obsolete, it shall be
considered modified as is necessary to
make it legal, valid and relevant. Where
such modifications are not possible then
the said portions of the white paper shall
be deemed deleted.
These “Risks and Disclaimers” as defined
here are not in any manner exhaustive.
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